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PASSIVE STRATEGIES

SUMMARY
MODERATE WEATHER
LARGE RANGE OF TEMPERATURES
SUNNY ~250 DAYS OF YEAR
ABOVE AVERAGE AMOUNT OF RAINFALL

TEMPERATURE

PRECIPITATION

TEMPERATURE

WIND ROSE

SUN SHADING

Paradise stands out from the nearby towns and
California due to its increased loads of rain. Increased
amounts of water can be utilized in many ways.

Varying temperature differences throughout the day and
year in Paradise allows for a variety of outdoor experiences.

The predominant wind direction is from the south and
northeast. The blue band around the diagram indicates
that the winds are generally cold in temperature, and
the green band indicates that the relative humidity is low.

This strategy involves using horizontal, vertical, and
operable shading of various sizes and lengths. This is an attempt
to block excess sunlight from entering the building during summer
months and allowing maximun sunlight during winter months.
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LOW AVERAGE: 39°F
MEAN: 52°F
HIGH AVERAGE: 93°F
SUMMER SUNRISE

SUMMER SUNSET

EVAPORATIVE COOLING
Evaporative cooling is useful during the hotter months of
the year. The tower allows for cold air to flow into the
interior spaces of a building and also allows for excess
heat and hot air to be vented out of the top of the tower.

RAINFALL
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TOTAL ANNUAL RAINFALL: 26 INCHES
RAINY SEASON DURING WINTER MONTHS
PARADISE GETS ON ~3-5 MORE INCHES THAN OTHER NEARBY TOWNS

WINTER SUNRISE

WINTER SUNSET

N
SUN AND WIND PATH DIAGRAM
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INTERNAL GAINS
This strategy works very well for cold or cooler climates as
it relies on people, equipment, and materials to gradually
heat a space. The idea involves using thermal insulation
around the exterior of the building to trap the maximum
heat generated by bodies, electronics, and more.

WIND
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5% OF HOURS: S WIND AT 10 MPH
7% OF HOURS: E-NE WIND AT 8 MPH

SNOW
SNOWFALL RANGES FROM 0-2 INCHES
SNOWFLL OCCURS BETWEEN DECEMBER AND JANUARY

PSYCHROMETRIC CHART

SUMMER SUN SHADING CHART

SOLAR DIRECT GAIN

Paradise is has a generally cooler climate with much focus aimed at keeping
conditioned spaces warm enough for the inhabitants to feel comfortable.

During the summer, high solar gains can make interior speces very hot and uncomfortable.
This chart highlights the times, months, and directions in which adequate
shading
is
needed
for
increased
comfort
and
energy
saving.

This strategy attempts to allow in as much natural sunlight
and heat from the sun as possible by using south and
west-facing glass. These orientations are where the sun is
hottest and the longest, so this helps get the best daylight.
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